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Highlights 
• Climate change scenarios update IDF curves for LID-adaptive design with modulation. 
• Climate change (RCP 4.5 and 8.5) suggests increase up to 40% in runoff without land use changes. 
• LID modulation increase 20% of runoff retention until 2100, for scenarios of RCP 4.5 and 8.5. 

 

Introduction 
The urbanization process leads to changes in the environmental and social characteristics of urban 

catchments, reducing the infiltration of water in the soil, increasing the number of pollutants deposited, as 
well as leading to the occupation of risk areas by the population, such as rivers and hills (Konrad & Booth, 
2005). As a result, there is an increase in the runoff generation and peak flows, leading to floods and 
increasing the population's risk, especially in the occurrence of extreme events. As an aggravating factor, the 
predictions of future climate changes show a greater frequency in the occurrence of extreme events (IPCC, 
2007) placing an additional stress on urban infrastructure. 

Although the increase in urbanization is still one of the drivers of change with the greatest 
contribution to increase runoff generation, in areas with urbanization consolidated (with little forecast of 
expansion or changes in the land occupation characteristic), peak flows and runoff volume can still increase 
due to changes in weather patterns. This increase may cause existing urban infrastructures to become 
obsolete, requiring restoration. Therefore, to take into account the effects of climate change, in some 
countries and states, guidelines are already proposing to update design rainfall through Intensity-Duration-
Frequency (IDF) curves incorporating the non-stationary effects of climate change, aiming infrastructure 
sizing and design, such as in Europe and New York State (Willems, 2013; DeGaetano and Castellano, 2017). 

This study aims to present a methodological sequence for the incorporation of climate changes in 
the design of LID structures, from the update of the design storms and including a modular sizing and design. 
The methodology was applied to a case study in the city of Sao Carlos, Brazil. 
 

Methodology 
Study area and LID practice design 

In this study, a bioretention structure was designed to receive water from a roof with 94 m2(property 
scale and source control). The structure was designed considering modular expansion for three intervals of 
time (current, 2015 - 2050, 2050 - 2100). The chosen area is located within Campus 2 of the University of Sao 
Paulo, in the city of Sao Carlos. As the main objective of this study is to present a sizing and design 
methodology to mitigate the effects of climate change on alternative urban drainage infrastructures, the area 
was chosen because it is already consolidated without possible modification of future land use. 
 The design was made based on simulation with the bioretention filter model formulated by Akan 
(2013), which uses Darcy's law and the Green-Ampt equation for saturated medium, at different stages of 
the hydrological process within the filter. The values adopted for Green-Ampt were chosen from the 
calibration of a bioretention box prototype with the same characteristics of filter media and soil mix in this 
study (Gomes Junior, 2019). The triangular hydrograph of the rational method was used as design inflow 
hydrograph. As a result of the simulation, the bioretention outflow hydrograph was obtained by underdrain 
and surface weir, allowing evaluating the volume retention efficiency, peak flow attenuation efficiency and 
peak delay. Subsequently, a sizing check was performed to verify the attendance of the minimum area 
calculated to treat WQV according to the manual Bioretention method (The Prince George’s County, 2007). 

 
Including climate change in LID design 
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The design based on simulation allows for different inflow hydrographs. In the case of LID systems, 
since they are small catchments areas, several guidelines adopt the rational method, due to its ease of 
implementation and the need for few parameters. Therefore, in this study it was used the rational method 
for building the inflow hydrograph. To consider climate change, the inflow hydrograph can be built from the 
IDFs updated with future scenarios foreseen by the global or regional circulation models (GCM or RCM), 
made by the IPCC or local research groups.  

The IDFs were updated using future data projected by an RCM developed by INPE-PROJETA (Chou et 
al., 2014 and Lyra et al., 2018) for the region of Sao Carlos, Brazil, Eta -MIROC5. The maximum daily rainfall 
data for the RCP 4.5 and 8.5 radioactive forcing scenarios was used, representing a more optimistic and 
pessimistic scenario of climate change. A bias correction procedure was performed using the CMHyd 
program. The methods chosen for this study was power transformation and mapping distribution, with 44 
years of observed historical overlapping data (obtained by the weather station of the National Institute of 
Meteorology – INMET for the city of Sao Carlos) with historical data obtained by RCM. For both methods, the 
adjustment for future scenarios was made from the 2015 to 2099 range. This study also analysed the 
variability of scenarios considering the RCM used for the RCP 4.5 and 8.5 radioactive forcing and the two bias 
correction methods employed. 
 The city of Sao Carlos presents itself as a partially gauged site – there is no sub daily rainfall data 
available. Therefore, the theoretical rainfall depths were disaggregated for the sub daily durations using 
disaggregation factors obtained from the data observed by Barbassa (1991). Similar approaches were 
performed by Lehmann et al. (2016), Muller et al. (2008): they have also used estimates of local distribution 
obtained for sites with sub daily records to calculate parameters at sites where only daily rainfall is observed, 
considering the assumption of scale-invariant of rainfall intensity and duration. The disaggregation factors 
used in Barbassa (1991) were proposed for Gumbel distribution model, therefore this was used as the 
probability distribution model for this study. 
 

Results and discussion 
The simulation results considering the IDFs updated with climate changes show an increase of 10 - 

15% (range considering variability in future scenarios) in the peak flow and in runoff generation in the 
catchment for the period 2015 - 2050, and an increase of 21 - 40% for the period 2050 - 2100 (Figure 1). This 
increase in the runoff generation leads to an increase in inflow peaks in the bioretention, leading to a drop 
in runoff retention efficiency from 80% in the current scenario to values around 60% in 2050 – 2100 period 
(20% drop in efficiency), if no retrofit or expansion is made (Figure 1 and 2 - without modulation).  
 

 
Figure 1. Design inflow, overflow (weir), and outflow (underdrain) hydrographs for catchment area of 94m2, considering current 
scenario and future scenarios from MIROC5 RCP 4.5 and RCP 8.5 (2015-2050 and 2050-2100) with and without modulation, for the 
bioretention system studied. 

 
The need for retrofit/expansion can be predicted from the beginning of the project, process here 

called as modular expansion. The structure is sized and designed for two other future scenarios, considering 
climate change, but its implementation is done over time, reducing the initial investment costs. In the case 
study evaluated, three intervals of time were used to expand the bioretention modules: climatic scenario 
2015 - 2050 and climatic scenario 2050 - 2100. The modular sizing is done in such a way that the outflow 
peaks remains constant and close to pre-urbanization scenarios, or with a land use scenario that is 
compatible with a water infiltration capacity desired for a balanced environment. 

For the case of this study, the project outflow hydrograph was calculated considering a scenario of 
land use as a mixture of undergrowth and forest. For this study, the modular expansion foresees an 
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bioretention area increase from 3.0 to 4.0 m2 from the first to the last module (1.5 to 2.0 m in length). 
Consequently, it is possible to keep the outflow hydrograph practically constant over time (despite the 
increase in uncertainties and variability) (Figure 1 - with modulation). Furthermore, the runoff retention 
efficiency remains at values greater than 80% (Figure 2 - with modulation). The same behavior is observed 
for peak flow and peak delay efficiencies. 

 

 
Figure 2. Runoff retention, peak attenuation and peak delay efficiencies for catchment area of 94m2, considering current scenario 
and future scenarios from MIROC5 RCP 4.5 and RCP 8.5 current and future scenarios with climate change, with and without 
modulation. 

 

Conclusions and future work  

Changes in climate patterns can be estimated using GCMs or RCMs, to the application site. Even with 
bias correction, these models still have a lot of uncertainty, that should be considered as ranges of 
possibilities in the calculations. The final choice of which value to adopt within the uncertainty range is based 
on project criteria. The modulation helps to prevent loss of efficiency over time, helping to recover runoff 
retention efficiencies from 60% in future scenarios without modulation to 80%. 
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